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Abstract—Achieving high decoding throughput and latency has
been challenging for turbo decoders due to the limitations in
terms of parallelism on component decoder level. To alleviate
this issue, we propose an iteration overlap scheme able to apply
a decoding schedule tailored to both, the decoder hardware
architecture and the interleaver constraints. The proposal aims
to minimize the achieved decoding latency without penalizing
performance when compared to baseline decoders. To that end,
we formulate the window schedule optimization problem when
applying iteration overlap in pipelined Turbo Decoder hardware
architectures. Then, we propose a method to find optimal window
schedules under realistic assumptions. Results demonstrate that
latency is reduced by 20 − 25% for most Long Term Evolution
(LTE) interleaver configurations. For specific interleavers, the
achieved latency reduction can be as high as 62%. This indicates
that further latency savings could be achieved if iteration overlap
is taken into account when designing interleavers.

Keywords—Forward Error Correction, Turbo decoder, Shuf-
fled decoding, Low-latency.

I. INTRODUCTION

Turbo codes [1] are a well-known code class that provides
built-in rate flexibility with a low-complexity fast encoding. In
the more than 30 years since their inception, they have found
their way into serveral wireless communication standards
such as LTE Advanced and DVB-RCS2 [2], [3]. Despite
the contending Low Density Parity Check codes (LDPC)
being chosen for the 3GPP 5G NR standard, Turbo codes
will still be included in the continued evolution of LTE.
Indeed recent advances in code design [4], decoding algorithm
[5] and hardware architecture [6], [7] show that significant
performance improvements are still being made.

An important performance metric for forward error correc-
tion for IoT is the decoding latency [8]. However, classical
Turbo Decoder hardware architectures are limited in terms
of parallelism on component decoder level and consequently
in terms of achievable throughput and latency [6]. Shuffled
decoding has been proposed as a way to extend parallel
decoding to the iteration level by immediate extrinsic infor-
mation exchange [9], [10]. However, it comes at a penalty
in error correcting performance that has to be compensated
for by additional decoding iterations. On another note, fully
pipelining the decoding iterations allows very high decoding
throughputs [6], [11]. There, a significant part of the im-
plementation complexity is owed to first-in-first-out (FIFO)
memories needed to buffer the extrinsic information between
the half-iteration pipelines.

While for LDPC decoding, many works explored the prob-
lem of efficiently scheduling the decoding of different layers
to mitigate the drawbacks of immediate (partial) information

Figure 1: General Turbo Decoder structure.

exchange [12], [13], to the best of our knowledge similar
exhaustive works do not exist yet for Turbo Decoding.

In this work we formulate and solve the problem of ef-
ficiently scheduling the decoding of different windows while
considering the underlying hardware architecture. The solution
was applied to the case of pipelined Turbo Decoders. Latency
evaluations for the codes of the LTE-A Pro standard [2] show
an average latency saving of 20%-25% and individual savings
for certain interleavers reaching as high as 62%.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Sec-
tion II briefly recalls background and context. In Section
III, we discuss the proposed iteration overlap and formulate
the scheduling problem. Section III-C presents a simplified
solution to the problem for the case of the LTE standard.
The corresponding latency savings are provided in Section IV
before Section V concludes the paper.

II. BACKGROUND

A turbo decoder consists of two component decoders con-
nected by an interleaver Π and a de-interleaver Π−1 exchang-
ing extrinsic information in an iterative loop (see Fig.1). We
refer to an execution of one component decoder as a Half
Iteration (HI). Most hardware architectures for turbo decoding
implement one decoder instance based on the max-Log-MAP
algorithm (MLM) which alternately operates as Decoder1 and
Decoder2 [1]. The MLM computes the extrinsic information
Λe from the recursively computed forward and backward state
metrics αk and βk, and from the branch metrics of the code-
trellis. In order to increase the throughput and lower the
decoding latency, frames are split into smaller sub-blocks (or
”windows” of size WS) which are then processed using spatial
and functional parallelism on component decoder level.

A. Parallel Turbo Decoder HW-Architectures

Parallel MAP (PMAP): The decoding of the windows is
performed on P serial sub-decoder cores in parallel (spatial
parallelism) [10], [14].



Figure 2: Windowing examples for (a) XMAP (b) UXMAP.

Fully Parallel MAP (FPMAP): The fully parallel MAP
decoder proposed in [15] can be seen as the extreme case
of the PMAP architecture with the P equal to the frame
size and WS = 1. It implements hardware instances for both
component decoders which work in parallel and suffers from
the same drawbacks as shuffled decoding [9] (see below).

Pipelined MAP (XMAP): The XMAP employs functional
parallelism by unrolling the recursive α- and β-calculations
onto a pipeline [16], [17]. Several windows of size WS = P
are decoded in parallel while moving through the pipeline as
illustrated in Fig. 2(a) for the decoding of a frame of size K
split into 4 windows of size WS over time t.

Fully Pipelined Iteration Unrolled MAP (UXMAP):
This architecture extends the pipelining of windows to fully
pipelining the iterative loop [6], [11]. Fig. 2(b) shows the
resulting decoding schedule: Complete frames are processed
in the UXMAP pipeline consisting of pipelined instances for
each HI and each window allowing for a very high throughput.

While our results can also be applied to the PMAP, we will
limit the following discussions regarding the proposed iteration
overlap scheduling to its application in the context of XMAP
and UXMAP for brevity and clarity.

B. Interleaving and Iteration Level Parallelism

In parallel decoder architectures, multiple Λe are generated
at the same time (see again Fig. 2) and have to be interleaved
in between HIs. For implementations with only one decoder
instance, this requires parallel memory accesses which may
lead to access conflicts. Therefore, modern interleavers like
Quadratic Permutation Polynomial (QPP) [18] and Almost
Regular Permutation (ARP) interleavers [19] are designed to
be contention free for any P that divides the frame size K.
However, extrinsic information exchange between successive
decoding HIs (ℓ, ℓ+1) must respect the precedence constraints
imposed by Π and Π−1. Indeed, meaningful extrinsic infor-
mation at position i of the frame can only be exchanged and
consumed (i.e. used for computation) by the next HI at time
C(i) once it has been generated by the previous HI at time
G(i). Therefore, the commonly used approach is to wait that
all Λe are generated at HI ℓ before starting to consume them at
HI ℓ+1 which guarantees fulfilling the precedence constraints
regardless of the interleaver. Fig. 3(a) illustrates this for the
UXMAP architecture. However, memory has to be added in

the form of FIFO (First-in-first-out) buffers to delay all but
the last generated Λe, which increases circuit area, latency
and energy consumption. For a given HI, the resulting latency
L is largely determined as L = ⌈WS/2⌉1(⌈.⌉ denotes the ceil
function). This latency accumulates at each processed HI.

Similarly, two (or more) XMAP decoder instances may be
employed to process two consecutive HIs in parallel. In order
to increase the throughput, the so called Shuffled decoding [9],
[10] runs both decoder instances on the same frame and lets
them exchange extrinsic information as soon as it is computed.
In general, this leads to the component decoders not fully
benefiting from the extrinsic information exchange. Indeed
due to interleaving/de-interleaving, the extrinsic information
needed by one component decoder may not yet have been
computed by the other (i.e. precedence constraints of the form
k < Π(k) or k > Π(k)). Consequently, additional HI are
needed in comparison to the non-shuffled case to compensate
for the loss in error correction. This effect is well known to
significantly lower the efficiency of shuffled decoding [10].

III. ITERATION OVERLAP

We propose a method to define a schedule respecting all
precedence constraints. While still maximizing the reduction in
decoding latency compared to the baseline approach of waiting
for the decoding of the HI to complete, the proposed schedule
fully mitigates the need of additional HI incurred for classical
shuffled decoding. We formulate and solve the respective
scheduling problem to guarantee maximum Iteration Overlap
(IOL) for given window size WS and Π.

A. Iteration overlap

For the UXMAP with an IOL depth of OD, the extrinsic of
bit index i, denoted by Λe

i and generated at time slot GUX(i)
can start to be consumed by the next HI at time slot CUX(i)
OD clock-cycles (time slots) earlier, resulting into a latency of
LUX = L−OD. This is illustrated in Fig. 3(b) where the grey
computation units are shifted OD = WS/2− 1 = 5 cycles to
become the green units, which represents a full overlap (one
XMAP window is 12 cycles). Our aim is to determine the
minimum UXMAP latency LUX able to respect the precedence
constraints (i.e. no performance penalty). It is directly related
to the definition of the interleaver Π such that

GUX(i) =

⌊∣∣∣ mod(i,WS)−
WS − 1

2

∣∣∣⌋, (1)

⌊.⌋ denotes the floor function. Similarly, bit index i is con-
sumed at time slot CUX(i) + LUX, with CUX(i) = ⌊(WS −
1)/2⌋ −GUX(i). The precedence constraints impose that

∀i ∈ J0,K − 1K, CUX
(
Π(ℓ)(i)

)
+ LUX ≥ GUX(i), (2)

=⇒ LUX = max
∀i∈J0,K−1K

(
GUX(i)− CUX

(
Π(ℓ)(i)

))
, (3)

where Π(ℓ) is Π or Π−1 depending on HI ℓ being even/odd.

1Pipelined computation of Λe may incur an additional latency of several
clock cycles that is omitted here for clarity [7].



Figure 3: Illustration of the extrinsic generation and consumption between successive HIs ((ℓ, ℓ+1) ) for a) UXMAP without
overlap b) UXMAP with overlap c) XMAP without overlap d) XMAP with overlap.

In contrast to the UXMAP where all windows are processed
in parallel, extrinsic information Λe is sequentially gener-
ated/consumed following the order of the processed windows
in the pipeline for the XMAP. This is illustrated in Fig. 3(c)
and the corresponding delay accumulates for each processed
window. Without overlap, the resulting latency of a given HI is
LX = LUX+NW , with NW denoting the number of windows
within the frame of size K.

B. Problem Formulation

We define the Scheduling of a window as a length-NW

vector Sℓ, with the kth element denoting the time delay
(corresponding to its position in the schedule) where window
index k starts generating or consuming Λe. Note that each
element of Sℓ must be distinct, i.e. Sℓ[k] ̸= Sℓ[k

′], ∀k ̸= k′.
In the example of Fig. 3(c), we have Sℓ = Sℓ+1 = [3, 2, 1, 0].
At bit index i, the generation and consumption time slots are

G(i) = GUX(i) + Sℓ

[
wG(i)

]
, (4)

C(i) = CUX(i) + L
(ℓ)
X + Sℓ+1

[
wC(i)

]
, (5)

where wG(i) = ⌊i/WS⌋ and wC(i) = wG

(
Π(ℓ)(i)

)
are the

generation and consumption window indexes to which bit i

belongs, and L
(ℓ)
X corresponds to the latency at HI ℓ. The

precedence constraints impose2

L
(ℓ)
X = max

∀i

(
Sℓ

[
wG(i)

]
− Sℓ+1

[
wC(i)

]
+∆

(ℓ)
UX(i)

)
, (6)

where ∆
(ℓ)
UX(i) ≜ GUX(i) + CUX

(
Π(ℓ)(i)

)
corresponds to

the difference in delay between the time when the extrinsic
information of bit index i is generated and the time when it
is consumed between HI ℓ and ℓ+ 1.

Constraints of (6) can be relaxed since only the connection
corresponding to the largest delay ∆

(ℓ)
UX(i) sets the timing

constraint for all Λe sharing the same generation window n
and consumption window m, independently of the schedule.
Defining the set En,m = {i : wG(i) = n,wC(i) = m} as
the list of all bit indexes i that belong to generation window

2In practice, achievable latency is bounded by the processors capability to
consume Λe. This hardware constraint is omitted here.

n = wG(i) and consumption window m = wC(i) we have
∀(n,m) ∈ J0, NW − 1K2,

∆(ℓ)
n,m(Sℓ,Sℓ+1) ≜ Sℓ[n]− Sℓ+1[m] +D(ℓ)

n,m. (7)

Here, D(ℓ)
n,m is the local delay between generation window n

and consumption window m. It is expressed3 as

D(ℓ)
n,m = max

∀i∈En,m

(
GUX(i)− CUX

(
Π(ℓ)(i)

))
. (8)

Finally, (6) can be rewritten as

L
(ℓ)
X = max

∀(n,m)
∆(ℓ)

n,m(Sℓ,Sℓ+1). (9)

Ideally, the window schedules must be chosen to minimize the
accumulated latency up to the last iteration, i.e. after ℓmax HIs.
This is equivalent to solving the following problem

P0 : minimize
ℓmax−1∑
ℓ=0

max
∀(n,m)

(
∆(ℓ)

n,m(Sℓ,Sℓ+1)
)
, (10)

s.t. C0 : ∀ℓ,∀(k, k′) \ k ̸= k′,Sℓ[k] ̸= Sℓ[k
′]. (11)

It can be shown that problem P0 is an integer linear program-
ming problem (ILP), and is computationally expensive to solve
for a large number of windows. In the next sub-section, we
propose to simplify P0, adapting it to more practical usages,
and we provide a simple way to find the optimal schedule.

C. Problem simplification and solution

In practice, iterative turbo decoders employ iteration control
[20]. Therefore, it is difficult to predict the target number of
HIs for solving P0. Instead, it is more practical to optimize
the scheduling of windows on a per-HI basis: The obtained
optimal schedule vector at the previous HI ℓ−1, denoted S⋆

ℓ−1,
is used as generation window schedule when optimizing the
schedule vector at the next HI ℓ. This iterative optimization
procedure can be expressed as

S⋆
ℓ = argmin

Sℓ

max
∀m

(
∆(ℓ)

m (S⋆
ℓ−1)− Sℓ[m])

)
, (12)

with ∆
(ℓ)
m (S⋆

ℓ−1) = maxn
(
Dn,m + S⋆

ℓ−1[n]
)
. In addition,

received information generally enters the decoder in natural

3To avoid mathematical inconsistency if |En,m| = 0, we extend the
definition the operator max as follows: ∀x, max∅ x = −∞



order, and thus without loss of generality, we select the first
window schedule to be S⋆

0[k] = k for all k windows. Now,
(12) corresponds to the solution of the following ILP

P1 : minimize L
(ℓ)
X , (13)

s.t. C0,C1 : ∀m,Sℓ[m] ≥ ∆(ℓ)
m (S⋆

ℓ−1)− L
(ℓ)
X . (14)

In constraint C1, ∆(ℓ)
m can be sorted by ascending order, from

the less constraining delay to the most constraining delay. The
notation −→m = argsort(∆(ℓ)

m ) indicates the sorted index. If C1

is not fulfilled when using the schedule vector Sℓ[
−→m] = m,

m ∈ J0, NW − 1K, for a given latency value L
(ℓ)
X , then it is

not possible to find another schedule vector that would satisfy
C1. Indeed, if m < ∆

(ℓ)
−→m (S⋆

ℓ−1)−L
(ℓ)
X , then it is not possible

to find any m′ > m to exchange m with, since ∆
(ℓ)
−→
m′

≥ ∆
(ℓ)
−→m .

Then, the minimum latency value is determined by the most
constraining extrinsic bit index to schedule:

L
⋆(ℓ)
X = max

m∈J0,NW−1K

(
∆

(ℓ)
−→m −m

)
. (15)

Note that both problems P0 and P1 can be easily solved
if 1) Π is designed to achieve full overlap and 2) all gen-
eration windows are connected to all consumption windows
(|En,m| = N2

W ). There, we have Dn,m = 0 ∀(n,m), and
maxn,m(Sℓ[n] − Sℓ+1[m]) = NW − 1 and thus, the latency
would always be ℓmax(NW − 1), independent of schedule.

D. Adaptability to different architecture parameters

In order to find an optimal schedule when considering
variable architectural choices, the problem formulation needs
to be adapted. We give the following examples: First, for
XMAP decoders that implement 2r-radix computation units
[7], [14], bit index i is consumed at CUX(i, r) = ⌊CUX(i)/r⌋
and generated at GUX(i, r) = ⌊GUX(i)/r⌋. In problem P1,
this only affects the computation of ∆

(ℓ)
m , and the proposed

method to find the optimal schedule is the same as the
one proposed in Section III-C. Furthermore, it is possible to
instantiate Q XMAP processors in parallel to speed up the
extrinsic computation. This implies that Q times more extrinsic
information can be pipelined at each clock cycle, with a total
of NQ = ⌈NW /Q⌉ windows computed per processor and per
HI. The achievable latency can be reduced to a minimum of
NQ clock-cycles. Each processor can be scheduled differently,
with S⋆

ℓ,q ∈ J0, NQ−1KNQ being the window schedule vector
associated to processor q. These schedules can be derived from
the optimal windows schedule S⋆

ℓ obtained by solving P1,
in such a way that concatenating each S⋆

ℓ,q reproduces S⋆
ℓ .

The corresponding concatenation procedure can be described
through the following equation

S⋆
ℓ,p[m] =

⌊
1

Q
S⋆
ℓ [m+Qp]

⌋
. (16)

IV. LATENCY EVALUATION

We evaluate the achievable latency reduction through the
proposed IOL for several hardware architectures in comparison
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Figure 4: IOL latency efficiency for the 188 LTE frame lengths
and WS ∈ {16, 32, 64, 128} (radix-2 MAP).

to the baseline scheme (without overlap). We consider the QPP
interleavers defined in the LTE standard for the 188 frame
lengths, from K = 40 to K = 6144 bits [2].

The total latency LDEC for decoding up to ℓmax HIs is
the contribution of two latency terms, LPROC and LEXCH. The
first term LPROC = ℓmax

⌊
WS/(2r)

⌋
+LI/O+ACQ represents the

processing delay of XMAP processors that includes the delays
incurred by the input/output interface and initial acquisitions
denoted by LI/O+ACQ [17]. In general, the latency LI/O is
comparatively small and the acquisition may be replaced by
next-iteration initialization (NII) [21]. Therefore we neglect
its effect for simplicity (LI/O+ACQ = 0). The second term
LEXCH corresponds to the accumulated delay when extrinsic
information is exchanged between successive HIs. For both
baseline and IOL cases, it can be expressed as

LEXCH[baseline] = ℓmax

(⌈WS

2r

⌉
+NQ

)
, (17)

LEXCH[IOL] =
ℓmax−1∑
ℓ=0

max
(
L
⋆(ℓ)
X , (1− IP )NQ

)
, (18)

where IP = 1 for architectures that allow iteration level
parallelism such as UXMAP, otherwise IP = 0. We evaluate
the latency efficiency RL defined as the latency reduction
achieved by IOL when compared to the baseline case by

RL = 1− LEXCH[IOL] + LPROC

LEXCH[baseline] + LPROC
. (19)

Fig. 4 shows the obtained RL values for the 188 LTE frame
lengths and 4 different window sizes WS ∈ {16, 32, 64, 128}
when considering one radix-2 XMAP instance with and with-
out HI parallelism. The number of HIs is fixed to ℓmax = 16.
IP = 1 implies that IOL can be fully exploited to improve
RL. The achieved values of RL tend to converge to around
20% − 25% for the largest frame sizes (K > 2000) and
most window sizes. It can be observed that RL variance
is significantly larger for small WS values, with a peak of
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Figure 5: RL vs. no. of XMAP Q (K = 4608,WS = 16).

RL = 62% at K = 4608 bits. Indeed, a smaller WS

increases the connection sparsity between windows, allowing
more degrees of freedom during schedule optimization.

Without HI parallelism (IP = 0), the latency efficiency is
noticeably limited for the largest frame sizes when the smallest
WS are used. This problem can be alleviated by increasing
the number of XMAP processors Q and the radix order r.
The corresponding effect was evaluated in Fig. 5. This latter
plots RL for several Q and r values and for two of the best
latency efficiency achieving sets of parameters (interleaver
lengths K = 4864 and K = 1984 bits with WS = 16 and
WS = 64) in Fig. 4. The x-axis of Figure 5 is the parallelism
degree defined as the number of processed bits in parallel and
normalized by the frame length (QWS/K). For both frame
lengths, the latency efficiency is further improved when using
radix-4 MAP (r = 2), particularly for small window sizes.
Increasing the number of processors improves RL up to an
optimal point Q⋆. Passed this threshold, RL decreases since
the parallelism level tends to the full parallel case where the
precedence constraints of the interleaver supersede the sched-
ule choice to become the only limiting factor for minimizing
the latency. For the cases where WS = 16, the maximum
latency efficiency is obtained at Q⋆ = 34 (RL = 28%) for
radix-2 and Q⋆ = 96 (RL = 32.38%) for radix-4.

V. CONCLUSION

We proposed in this paper an iteration overlap technique to
reduce the latency of turbo decoders that fully mitigates the
drawbacks of classical shuffled decoding. We formalized the
window schedule optimization problem for minimizing latency
as well as a method to find the best window schedule when
considering practical simplifications. Results show that large
latency reductions are obtained for several LTE interleavers
without added hardware complexity. Furthermore, it is ex-
pected that latency can be further reduced if the interleaver
is carefully designed to exploit the proposed iteration overlap
technique.
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